
USER MANUAL

PHANTOM CULTIVAR GROW TENTS

THE PHANTOM CULTIVAR GROW TENT  
is designed to help you grow your favorite plants 
indoors. Our top notch 3-layer fabric is sealed and 
lined with a premium reflective interior. SBS heavy-
duty zippers offer smooth action. Additional light 
blocking shields were added on the interior for 
increased coverage between the zippers. The Cultivar 
Grow Tents offer many premium features including: 

• True 1680D Industrial Grade Fabric
• High-Reflectivity Diamond Pattern Interior
• Heavy Duty Steel Frame Supports up to 200 lbs.
• Easy Assembly

These instructions cover the following models:

ITEM CODE TENT DIMENSIONS 
PHT2400 47.2" x 23.6" x 70.9"
PHT4400 47.2" x 47.2" x 78.7"
PHT5500 59" x 59" x 78.7"
PHT8400 94.5" x 47.2" x 78.7"



PARTS LIST (WHAT’S IN THE BOX)

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

All models include one tent fabric, one floor liner, and one tool bag, plus the following:

ITEM CODE TENT SIZE 
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PHT2400 47.2" x 23.6" x 70.9" 4 4 4 4 1 1 8 n/a n/a

PHT4400 47.2" x 47.2" x 78.7" 4 4 4 4 1 2 8 n/a n/a

PHT5500 59" x 59" x 78.7" 4 4 4 4 1 2 8 n/a n/a

PHT8400 94.5" x 47.2" x 78.7" 8 5 6 6 2 4 8 2 2

STEP 1: BUILD THE FRAME 
Connect the grow tent framework, ensuring that the poles are seated properly in the 
corner connectors. You may need to gently twist the poles back and forth until the 
connection tabs pop out and lock into place.

Locking
tab

3-WAY CORNERS
Each corner fitting has an arrow showing which of 
the three legs is the vertical piece, and a black cap to 
protect the tent fabric where the framework touches 
the ceiling and floor. Be sure that the black caps are 
facing the top or bottom of the tent framework and the 
arrows are pointing up or down. This will ensure that 
the connection tabs line up correctly.

VERTICAL POLES
Each vertical piece 
of the framework 
requires two different 
poles:  (+ +) and 
 (– +). Be sure to 
position the #3 pole 
on the lower half of 
the tent frame.
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安装便捷，内底全面反光材料，

提高植物对光的复合作用

GROW TENT

GGRREEEENN    FFIILLMM

绿绿彩彩
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给您植物生长一个五星级的家
Give your plant a five-star house！

Convenient,Reflective material,
Accelerate growth.
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ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Shallow support 
bar on top

Deep support bar
on the bottom

A.  Unzip and open the tent fabric.

B.  Find the floor of the tent fabric  
(it’s the side with no vent openings).

C.  Place the assembled frame into the floor 
of the tent fabric.

D.  Install the floor liner into the tent, 
securing each corner with the hook and 
loop straps.

E.  Pull the grow tent fabric over the 
constructed framework and make sure 
the top of the canvas is completely 
seated over the corners.

F.  Pull the upper and lower zippers 
together to close the walls and door.

STEP 3: INSTALL THE TENT FABRIC 
Two people are recommended for faster and 
easier assembly.

STEP 2: ADD THE TOP SUPPORT BARS
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CULTIVATE HIGHER!

Install the deeper bar 
first, with the shallow bar 
perpendicular to it on top. 
Important: Hang lights or 
other equipment from the 
top bar only, so the weight is 
supported by the deeper bar.
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LIMITED WARRANTY
Hydrofarm warrants the PHANTOM CULTIVAR GROW TENT to be free from defects in materials and 
workmanship. The warranty term is for 2 years beginning on the date of purchase. Misuse, abuse, or 
failure to follow instructions is not covered under this warranty. Hydrofarm’s warranty liability extends 
only to the replacement cost of the product. Hydrofarm will not be liable for any consequential, indirect, 
or incidental damages of any kind, including lost revenues, lost profits, or other losses in connection with 
the product. Some states do not allow limitation on how long an implied warranty lasts or the exclusion 
of incidental or consequential damages, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. 
Hydrofarm will, at our discretion, repair or replace the PHANTOM CULTIVAR GROW TENT covered 
under this warranty if it is returned to the original place of purchase. To request warranty service, please 
return the PHANTOM CULTIVAR GROW TENT, with original sales receipt and original packaging, to 
your place of purchase. The purchase date is based on your original sales receipt.

Check out Hydrofarmtv on Instagram and YouTube!

Get Connected with the Hydrofarm Community:

Thank you for choosing PHANTOM CULTIVAR GROW TENTS by Hydrofarm.  
For further information about products, videos and technical information, 
please visit Hydrofarm.com

WARRANTY


